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Josh Rosen
UCLA
HEIGHT: 6’4”

COMBINE:

40 YD DASH: 4.92

WEIGHT: 226
3 CONE: 7.09

PROS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Good height and build for NFL QB
Footwork is impeccable, really sound in pocket
Throws a very catch-able ball
Well versed in NFL offense: 3,5,7 step drops
Reads defense well before snap and is decisive
Tough, took a beating and kept going
Great play action fake
Great movement and manipulation of pocket
Several gears on ball speed, good touch

20 YD SHUTTLE: 4.82

ARMS: 32.5”
VERT: 31”

CONS
•
•
•
•
•

Elusiveness in pocket is below average
Not strong or built in a powerful way
Arm strength is average to slightly above
Doesn’t have dynamic quality to game
Concerning amount of injuries

SUMMARY
Ignore all the ‘talk’ in draft season around Josh Rosen. It’s generally inane and doesn’t add up to much in
the end. UCLA junior quarterback Josh Rosen is a smart, well-schooled, NFL ready player with plenty of
arm to make NFL throws. When it comes to NFL readiness, Rosen is the picture of what an NFL
quarterback is. He has good size, with a strong enough arm and is well-schooled in the fundamentals of
the position. His footwork, stride length, release and delivery are all incredibly impressive. Rosen
completed 60% of his passes in college for nearly 10,000 yards and 59 touchdowns in three seasons with
the Bruins with a touchdown to interception ratio of better than 2-1. He was also the first true freshman
to ever start at quarterback for UCLA. Rosen shows very good football intelligence, running an NFL
scheme with play action fakes, as well as three, five and seven step drops. He’s comfortable in the pocket
and can sidestep rushers while keeping his eyes down the field and delivers the ball accurately from
multiple platforms. Rosen is also very good at reading a defense pre-snap and recognizing matchups that
he wants to take advantage of. His anticipation, eye discipline, and accuracy make him a franchise
quarterback candidate. He is also tough. While the Manhattan Beach native does have a concerning injury
history, he also played through some nasty hits. His offensive line this past season was dreadful and he
wasn’t given many game-breaking options in his skill positions. There is a question as to how strong of an
arm Rosen has. With a clean pocket and room to step into his throws, his arm is strong enough to make
every throw you could ask of him. The issue is that he can’t do that when rushed or flushed from the
pocket. His ‘dynamic’ qualities outside of the pocket are average at best. He also make some poor
decisions when stressed. He’ll throw into tight windows while on the run, or try to fit a ball into a window
that he simply doesn’t have the arm talent to deliver. Despite that, Rosen is a first round pick and an NFL
ready starter. Great franchise quarterback prospect.

